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Luis Majano - Computer Engineer currently employed at ESRI (Environmental Systems Research
Institute) in Southern California. He was born in San Salvador, El Salvador and is the president of
Ortus Solutions, a consulting firm specializing in Adobe ColdFusion & Java development. His
background includes over 9 years of software development experience, architecture and system
design. He is the creator of ColdBox (www.coldboxframework.com), an open source Object
Oriented ColdFusion framework and is the Adobe ColdFusion user group manager for the Inland
Empire. You can also read his blog at www.luismajano.com
CFUnited Class: CBOX-100 : Intro To ColdBox August 11, 2009 9:00am - 5:30pm
1. Have you spoken at CFUnited in the past? What would you tell someone who hasn't been to CFUnited before?

Yes, last year was my first CFUnited experience. I had never been to CFUnited before and I had a
blast. It was an incredible conference and I know that this year will be no different. The conference
is packed with lots of sessions and great time for networking and learning. If you have not been to a
CFUnited before, I definitely encourage you to do so. In every little corner of the location you can
find interesting topics and overall ColdFusion awesomeness.
2. Who should attend your session "CBOX-100: Intro to ColdBox"?

Intro to ColdBox is an intense 1-day training course that will get you started with ColdBox
Application Development. This course focuses on the main aspects of ColdBox Development and it
delivers a one-two punch in order to get you started in no time. The content materials are awesome
and in book format, so you always have reference materials at hand. Not only that, the course comes
with a set of exercise booklets and workshops that could keep you busy for at least 3 weeks. We also
give you lots of schwag and an entire eclipse workstation already configured with lots of goodies. In
other words, this course really gives you with a lot of materials in order to get your development in
tip top shape.
The course curriculum can be found here: http://coldbox.org/index.cfm/courses/cbox100
3. Are there any pre requisites?

1. Lots of coffee!
2. Basic CFC knowledge
3. A laptop with a CFML Engine (Being political here)
4. The willingness to learn
4. What are some key points to take away from this class?

The main point to take away from this class is the general concept of what ColdBox can do for you
or your business. You will get to see first-hand all the features and concepts that make ColdBox a
next generation ColdFusion Development Platform. The second point is materials. I have spent more
than 2 years preparing all the course materials, documentation, schwag, exercises and software. So
you will be more than satisfied with the incredible amount of material you can take home, where the
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real learning really starts.
You can see some testimonials here: http://coldbox.org/index.cfm/training Or video testimonials
here: http://coldbox.org/index.cfm/media

